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1. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of breeding in thermal nuclear reactors | ! €
has attracted attention from the start of nuclear power | "
development. Research and development programmes in various I
countries have proceeded on the most promising approaches
and significant technical successes have been achieved.
However, priority has been given to fast breeder reactor
development because of its greater breeding potential.

Significant changes have occurred in the past few years
in the projections for the worldwide implementation of
nuclear power and of different reactor systems. To consider
if these changes have increased the incentives for thermal
breeder or near-breeder development to improve nuclear fuel
utilization in thermal reactors, a group of experts repre-
senting the main lines of thermal breeder reactor develop-
ment was convened by the International Atomic Energy Agency
at the end of 1975. It was decided to prepare a report on the
status and prospects of thermal breeders for publication by
the IAEA. This paper presents a preliminary report on the
work of this Thermal Breeder Consultants Group '. The final
report is scheduled to be published within 1977.

" see Annex.
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Four reactor types are receiving the main attention in
this study: two liquid fuel reactors, the molten salt reactor
and the heavy water suspension reactor; and two solid fuel
reactors, the thorium cycle CANDU reactor and the seed-blanket
light water breeder reactor. An important aspect of the study
is strategy calculations to assess the potential impact on
uranium needs of thermal breeder deployment, either together
with fast breeder deployment or in their absence. Some
results of these studies are reported.

2. THE IMPORTANCE OF NUCLEAR BREEDING FOR THE FUTURE ENERGY
SUPPLY IM THE WESTERN WORLD IM RELATION TO OTHER ENERGY
SUPPLY SYSTEMS

There is general agreement that, with respect to fossil
fuels, the oil and natural gas reserves are so restricted
that before the end of this century a marked decline in the
supply of these fuels will be observed, while still an in-
creased demand of energy is required.

The world's coal resource represents enough energy to
supply the world for about two centuries with energy and, in
any case, it will be necessary to expand the use of coal very
substantially despite the great difficulties foreseen.
However, other energy sources must be developed, and nuclear
fission of uranium and thorium is a leading candidate. In
assessing the scale of technological efforts to be devoted
to development of new large scale energy sources, which is a
lengthly and expensive job, certain fundamental requirements
must be kept in mind.

In the first place it must be clear that in principle
the energy sources considered - the coal reserves, the energy
of the sun, the nuclear fission reserves, the nuclear fusion
reserves etc. - will be large enough for a future large scale
energy production system. In the second place the fundamental
knowledge should already be available to show that in principle
such a system can supply energy on a large scale if such a
system must be able to contribute already substantially in
the next half century. In the third place it must then be
possible to develop the required technological knowledge in
a reasonable time of decades. In the fourth place the potential
rate of deployment of such a system should be large enough to
reach the required installed capacity in a reasonable time of
e.g. half a century.

With these conditions in mind we are of the opinion that
at least for the next fifty years only fossil fuel and nuclear
fission can fulfil these conditions. However, energy strategy
studies will demonstrate that in the case of nuclear fission
even for the next fifty years nuclear fission with breeding
is reauired.



3. DEFINITION OF BREEDERS

The question in how far the nuclear materials - natural
uranium and thorium - will be sufficiently available for a
large scale long term nuclear power production, boils down
to optimizing the utilization of the available amount of the
natural fissile material - 235U - for the start-up of a
breeder economy.

It is well known that with light water reactors (LW)
only an amount of energv can be generated equal to about
twice the fraction of 2350 present in natural uranium, due
to the production of a small amount of Pu. This means that
only about 1,5 % of the original amount of natural uranium
is fissioned in such a so-called converter reactor. This
means too that only low cost uranium can be used economic-
ally in such reactors.

In thermal or fast breeder reactors (TB or FB) to the
contrary a large fraction of the natural U or Th ores can be
fissioned. This makes it economically acceptable to use
also expensive, low grade uranium. The consequence is that
breeder reactors could produce energy for a practically
unlimited future. As can be seen in Fig. 1 the transition
between converter and breeder reactors is at a conversion
ratio of about 0.95. At this value the fuel utilization curve
is rising sharply.

This does not mean, however, that it is always easy to
supply the first fuel load for such breeder reactor systems.
The amount of lox* cost uranium is rather restricted. The aim
of the strategy calculations is to evaluate if and how a
large scale energy production can be started with breeder
reactors.

4. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

The International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
(IIASA), in Laxenburg, Austria, has given estimates for the
future energy requirements of mankind [l] . For our studies we
have reduced these amounts to exclude the energy required in
those parts of the world where a centralized economy is in
operation. The reason for this reduction is that insufficient
data are available concerning the possible uranium reserves
in the centralized economy countries.

For the rest of the world the energy forecasts of the
OECD - the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development - are used for the period of 1975 - 2000. For
the period after 2000 IIASA has used the following assump-
tions: a gradually decreasing growth rate of the population;
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in 2050 an average consumption per person of 5 kW. In Fig. 2
the resulting total energy usage is given. With these assump-
tions there is an 8-times larger energy consumption rate in
2050 than in 1975. This means an energy consumption of
43 TWa/a in 2050. This projection is considered to be an
upper estimate; lower projections are also being evaluated
for the final report.

5. NUCLEAR FISSION ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

The application of nuclear fission energy instead of
burning fossil fuel is of real interest if the nuclear fuel
can produce at least a significant part of our future total
energy consumption. For the calculations, two limits for
this "significant part of our future total energy production"
have been arbitrarily chosen as 30 % and 60 % of total
energy usage. This means that after 2050 still between 70 %
and 40 % of the total energy requirements will be provided
by other energy sources, in all likelihood largely by fossil
fuel. Therefore, the fossil energy usage would increase by
a factor of approx. 2.5-5 compared to today.

Finally, it should be mentioned that a high load factor
of 70 % is assumed for the low nuclear energy and a somewhat
lower load factor of 60 % for the high nuclear energy.
Consequently the installed nuclear capacity in 2050, producing
electric energy with an average efficiency of 35 %, is 15
resp. 6.5 TW(e).

6. NUCLEAR FUEL RESOURCES

Notwithstanding the fact that a very significant nuclear
energy production is possible by fissioning only small amounts
of nuclear fuel, a large fuel inventory is required to make
the system critical. This means that a large stock of nuclear
fuel is permanently demobilized in the reactor installations.
The consequence is that for a fast growing nuclear energy
production system also large amounts of fissile materials must
continue to be invested in the increasing inventory. Only when
the growth rate of the installed nuclear capacity is reduced
to a low value does the necessary fissile material supply
reduce considerably. In the case of a low enough growth rate
and with reactors having a high enough breeding ratio, the
necessary new fissile inventory can be reduced to zero. It is
even possible that a surplus of fissile material will be
produced.

It should be realized that thorium must play an important
role in the future nuclear energy production programme as the
source of the fissionable material 233u necessary for thermal



breeder or near breeder reactors. Thorium resources are large
compared to the requirements for thermal breeding systems
and will, therefore, not represent a limitation.

The real limitation of the U-requirements as it is
linked to the fact that the starting point of each nuclear
programme is U, and that natural uranium contains only
0.7 % 2 3 5U. Since 1965 joint reports of the OECD Nuclear
Energy Agency and the International Atomic Energy Agency
have been publishing data on low cost uranium resources.
One can see that the estimates of the low cost uranium
resources are increased during this period and that the
high cost uranium resources have not been evaluated since
1967. The 1975 resource estimate is 3.5 million tons U at
prices below U.S. $ 30 per Ib. More recent estimates of low
cost uranium and higher cost uranium are being reported at
this Conference.

7. THERMAL BREEDER REACTORS

In this section a short description will be given of
the four breeder systems, which are the subject of the IAEA
study: the molten salt, the heavy water suspension (both
liquid fuel reactors), the thorium cycle CANDU and the seed-
blanket light water reactor. Extended information of these
reactors will be supplied in an IAEA report [2| .

7.1 LIQUID FUEL REACTORS

For the liquid fuel concepts it is important to mention
that in order to attain a conversion factor larger than 1,
continuous purification of the fuel is required. Therefore
it is necessary that the reprocessing must be carried out
at the reactor site. In addition it is desirable that the
reactor can be easily (re)fuelled. Of particular importance
is the low system fissile inventory which is only 25 to 35 %
of that, required for fast breeder reactors and is signifi-
cantly lower than is required for most other breeders or
near breeders.

From the point of view of safety as well as of "non
proliferation" requirements, the liquid fuel reactors might
have a clear preference above other nuclear reactor systems,
due to the on site reprocessing.

Due to several rather similar properties of the two
liquid fuel reactor concepts it might be desirable that a
group of nuclear - and technological - experts, also outside
the liquid fuel reactor experts, should make an evaluation
of these two systems and a proposal how to proceed.



7.1.1 Molten salt reactor

A molten salt reactor is characterized by the use of a
fluid fuel salt. The fuel carrier salt is a mixture of the
fluorides of Li, Be and Th having the composition 72-16-12
mole % LiF-BeF2-ThF4 and a liguidus temperature of 500 C.
The fuel salt is pumped through a core formed of bare graphite
which is necessary for moderation. The salt does not wet
graphite and the pores at the surface of the graphite
channels are very small to avoid penetration of fuel. In the
outer region of the reactor the salt volume fraction is
about three times that in the central core. This produces
a well moderated core and an undermoderated outer region
where neutron captures in thorium predominate and a low-
power-density blanket results. A molten salt reactor can be
operated with any of the common fissile materials ("-̂ U,
2 3 5U and/or 2 3 9 P u ) , and the conversion or breeding ratio can
range from 0.85 to 1.07 depending primarily on the reactor
design and the type and frequency of fuel processing. The
noble gases are removed by injecting bubbles of helium into
a fuel salt side stream and stripping the bubbles from the
salt with centrifugal separators. The helium is recycled
through charcoal traps in a cleanup system. Heat is trans-
ferred from the fuel salt to a secondary coolant (92-8 mole %
NaBF4-KaF).

A molten salt reactor experiment has operated success-
fully and the research and test activities have been
finished last year. The reactor has a low pressure and a
high temperature. A special Hastelloy has been developed
for the outer circuit to avoid serious corrosion.

7.1.2 Heavy water suspension reactor

An aqueous suspension reactor is characterized by the
use of dispersed solid particles in a heavy water moderator.
The suspension is circulated through a primary circuit,
mainly consisting of a reactor vessel, a circulating pump
and a heat exchanger.

From a mechanical point of view the reactor vessel is
very simple. An intermediate cooling system is necessary
as a barrier between the radioactive suspension system and
the turbine. The fuel consists of thorium and uranium oxide
in the form of 5-10 pia spheres, the fertile material being
thorium, the fissile 235g a^ the start up and

 2 3 3U at
equilibrium. A simple chemical method has been developed to
fabricate the fuel particles {sol-gel method). The 5 im
fuel particles are dispersed in heavy water which has the
combined function of moderator, reflector and cooling medium.
The size of the particles is such that the major part of the
fission products leaves the fuel particles, so that continuous



purification of the fuel is possible. An important advantage
is that the suspension reactor has a large prompt negative
temperature coefficient. Consequently there is no need for
a mechanical control system. Depending on the fuel concen-
tration and the reprocessing, the conversion ratio varies
from 0.95 to 1.05.

A suspension test reactor has been in operation very
successfully at a temperature of 260°C and a pressure .of
60 atm, since May 1975 and the test and research activities
with the installation will finish in May 1977. It is
demonstrated that this reactor can easily be operated
without safety problems at a power density twice the level
desirable for a power reactor. Although it was possible to
show that erosion can be avoided completely except at the
pump impeller, it will be necessary to inspect the system
after shut down thoroughly in this respect.

7.2 THORIUM CYCLE CANDU REACTOR

Canada has developed a natural uranium heavy water
reactor design, designated as the CANDU-phw, to the commercial
stage. Four 500 MW(e) units at the Pickering nuclear generating
station have given more than 18 reactor years of operating
experience and the four 750 MW(e) units of the Bruce station
are well on the way to completion with the first two units
currently undergoing low power commissioning. There has been
coincident development of the nuclear industry, heavy water
and fuel production facilities as discussed in other confer-
ence presentations.

Although developed for natural uranium fuel, studies
indicate the feasibility of operating the reactor, equally
successfully, on the thorium cycle with no degradation in
safety and with few, if any, modifications. With the thorium
cycle a conversion ratio from 0.88 to 1.00 .is possible,
depending on the amount of reloaded fissile material. Thus,
development of a new reactor type will not be required.
However, there has been little Canadian experience of the
technology necessary for a fissile recycle fuel industry and
a significant research, development and demonstration program
will be required before there is sufficient confidence for a
full-scale industrial commitment. Consequently, Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited is now embarking on an orderly 20 to 25
year program covering the major elements of fuel reprocessing,
waste management, recycle fuel fabrication and fuel testing
together with full investigations of the economic, safety,
health and security aspects. Because all thermal breeders
described here use the thorium cycle, a new chemical repro-
cessing technology is the case for each thermal breeder
system to a certain degree.



7.3 SEED-BLANKET AQUEOUS BREEDER REACTOR

A seed-blanket aqueous breeder uses the well established
technology of fixed fuel light water cooled reactors, thus
avoiding the technical and licensability problems of less
developed reactor types. But only on the Th-233U cycle it
can breed because of the basic reactor physics parameters
of 2 3 3u. An assembly has a central core of very thin
Th-233U fuei pins (the seed) surrounded by much thicker
Th pins (the blanket). The central cores can be moved up and
down with respect to the fixed Th lattices, in order to
control the reactor. This means that the reactor has no
ordinary control system which absorbs valuable neutrons.

An important feature of this aqueous breeder is that it
can be installed in present day pressurised light water
reactors by re-arrangement of the core and a special con-
struction of the head of the pressure vessel. However, the
power, generated in such a modified reactor, will decrease
with 20-40 %. This feature will be employed in the design
of the first commercial PWR plant at Shippingport, Pa.
For the Shippingport demonstration core the 233u h a s been
supplied from the Savannah River heavy water reactors.
The manufacture of the core is completed and operation is
expected to begin in late 1977. If the core will be started
with Th and 2 3 % , the conversion ratio will be 0.7. Therefore
it is practically impossible to start the system with 235u
and to change gradually to the 2 3 3U cycle. ;.

t
8. STRATEGY CALCULATIONS 1

It is well known and again demonstrated in our strategy
calculations that neither the LW reactor nor the CANDU reactors
with natural uranium - the only reactor systems now used for
normal commercial energy production - can supply the world
with nuclear energy on a large scale and for a reasonably
long time from current estimated low cost uranium resources
of 3.5 million tons U.

Calculations have been carried out to see in how far
fast and/or thermal breeders can reduce considerably the
pressure on the uranium reserves compared with LW reactors.
The reactor characteristics used are given in Table I.
The outcome of these calculations are found in Figures 3
and 4.

Five strategies are considered, each one with an upper
and lower limit concerning uranium requirements. The first
strategy is the use of LW reactors only, fuelled with
enriched U. The upper limit represents no fuel recycling;
at the end of the cycle, unloaded elements are stored and
new enriched D is supplied. For the lower limit, the fuel



elements are reprocessed with a recycle time of three years
and the fuel is re-enriched with 2 3 5U.

All other strategies start with LW reactors followed
by one or two other reactor types. All new reactor types
are introduced in a way so that their installed capacities
rise from 0 to 100 % of the total nuclear capacity increase
in 15 years, unless fuel availability limits the intro-
duction.

In the second strategy it is assumed that FB reactors
will begin operation in 1995 for energy production fuelled
with the stock of plutonium produced in the LW reactors and
chemically separated for that purpose. The excess amount of
Pu produced in the FB reactors is as well used for starting
up new FB reactors. For this fast breeder system, a recycle
(cooling-reprocessing-refabrication) time of three years
gives the upper boundary of the FB region. As this would
represent a very heavy penalty, calculations have been
executed also for shorter times up to one year recycle time,
giving the lower boundary in the figures. In how far such
short recycle times will be realistic can only be learned
in the future, but it is noted that recycle time affects
the requirements substantially.

Further, we consider strategies with one of the four
thermal breeder reactors: light water breeder (LB), thorium
cycle CANDU breeder reactor (CB), molten salt (MS) and heavy
water suspension reactor (SR). The LB reactor uses medium
enriched uranium and a rather high ratio of about 1 : 2 of
2 3 8U to Th while the final breeder system contains sub-
stantially more fissile material than at the start of
operation. The other thermal breeders start with thorium
and highly enriched uranium. However, the MS and the SR,
being rather similar with respect to their fissile
inventories and burn-up, are therefore considered together
in a liquid fuel (LF) reactor case introduced in 2000.
Because the CANDU reactors with natural uranium are
used now for normal commercial electricity production, and
the LB reactor mainly differs from the LW reactor concerning
the fuel elements, t-he CB and LB reactors are introduced
in 1995.

The uranium requirements for the LB reactor strategy
are of the same magnitude as in the LW reactor case. The
same recycle time for LW reactors is used. A shorter time
will have a minor influence on the requirements due to the
low conversion ratio.

For the CB stratogy the uranium requirements lie between
the LW and FB results. The recycle time is three years for
the upper boundary and Ik years, including re-enrichment,
for the lower boundary.



The LF strategy has the lowest U requirements of all
thermal breeder calculations, primarily due to the low
system inventories. Because the reprocessing is carried out
at the power plant itself, delay in reprocessing time is
translated in a certain amount of excess inventory. At the
upper boundary the LF system inventory is increased by 30 %,
and at the lower boundary by 10 %.

Finally we considered a strategy with LW, FB and LF
reactors, which has the lowest uranium requirements. Due to
the large amount of 2 3 5u discharged from closed down LW
reactors and the shortest reprocessing time, the lowest
strategy line in Fig. 4 is even bending downwards after 2030.

One can conclude that in a fast growing nuclear pro-
gramme fast breeders must have the highest development
priority. But delays in FB introduction and possible dif-
ficulties in shortening of their fuel recycle time well
below three years could result in a large increase in
uranium requirements. The impact of these events on uranium
needs can be greatly reduced by the availability of thermal
breeders, and, therefore, priority should also be given to
development of thermal breeder reactors.

9. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

It should be realized that in the present day nuclear
installations as the LW and CANDU reactors, only I or 2 % of
the natural uranium used in these installations, can produce
nuclear energy and the rest 98 to 99 % cannot play a role
in the energy supply. At the end of a fuel cycle a small
amount of Pu will be available and can be recycled in LW.

Due to the bad utilization of natural uranium in these
reactors, breeder reactors are required. However, that is
not always sufficient.

Each breeder system requires a reasonably large to very
large inventory of fissile material that must be supplied
at the start up of the reactor system. After that moment no
further fissile material is needed or by near breeding
(conversion > 0.95) only small amounts of fissile materials
are required.

This means that with breeder reactors the problem to
start up in e.g. 50 years a reasonably large nuclear power
production system is heavily dependent on the required first
inventories of fissile materials in the reactors. With the
liquid fuel reactors presented in this paper, being just
breeders, the first inventories seem to be acceptable. With
the fast breeders it depends very much on the time needed
to reprocess the fuel. The present day three years seem too
long and a reduction to one year might be very favourable.

10
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Of course the results are very dependent on the growth
rate of the nuclear park. As soon as the uranium requirements
are leveling off, this will mean that at least the amount
of fission energy generated at that time, can Toe supplied for
practically an indefinite future.

It is clear- from the strategy calculations that even
with breeder introduction the uranium requirements will be
2-5 times the present day known current low cost resource
estimates, to supply the energy projection as assumed.
Having available fast and thermal breeders this results in
the lowest uranium requirements. It would also provide
assurance of a limit to the uranium requirements if diffi-
culties arise in the development or commercialization of
either breeder type.

The group of experts is of the opinion that the results
given in this summary are of such an importance that an
international group of nuclear experts, including the group
having prepared the strategy calculations, should be formed
to evaluate these problems and to make recommendations how
to proceed.
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L.
fuel utilisation
100

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 . 1.0 ..1.1 1.2 1.3
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fuel utilisation: (1.82%) (2.9%)(4.6%> (1O-70%) >BO%

F I G . 1 FUEL UTILISATION EFFICIENCY VS. CONVERSION RATIO

reprocessing losses 1 % , fissile concentration 0 .7 -2% except for
the FB 10-20%

LW = Light, Water Reactor
HW = Heavy Water Reactor
HT = High Temperature Reactor

TB = Thermal Breeder Reactor
FB = Fast Breeder Reactor
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